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Abstract: Directly or indirectly adders are the basic elements in 

almost all digital circuits, three operand adders are the basic 

building blocks in LCG (Linear congruential generator) based 

pseudo-random bit generators. Elementary adders are fast, area 

and power efficient for small bit sizes. Carry save adder computes 

the addition in O(n) time complexity, due to its ripple carry stage. 

Parallel prefix adders such as Han-Carlson compute the addition 

in O(log(n)) time complexity but at the cost of additional circuitry. 

Hence new high-speed power-efficient adder architecture is 

proposed which uses four stages to compute the addition, which 

consumes less power, and the adder delay decreases to O(n/2). 

Even though it is not much faster than the High-speed Area 

efficient VLSI architecture of three operand adders (HSAT3), it 

computes the addition by utilizing less power. The proposed 

architecture is implemented using Verilog HDL in Xilinx 14.7 

design environment and it is evident that this adder architecture is 

2 times faster than the carry save adder and 1, 1.5, 1.75 times 

faster than the hybrid adder structure for 32, 64, 128 bits 

respectively. Also, power utilization is 1.95 times lesser than 

HSAT3, 1.94 times lesser than the Han-Carlson adder, and 

achieves the lowest PDP than the existing three operand 

techniques 

Keywords: Parallel Prefix Adders, Three Operand Binary 

Adders. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     An adder or summer is a digital circuit that performs 

the addition of two or more numbers. Today   the world is 

depending upon IOT devices, so it is necessary to provide 

security to each device which can be done by cryptographic  

and pseudo-random bit generator (PRBG) methods, in PRBG 

three operand binary Adders are the fundamental blocks so, 

efficient implementation of the adder is required and 
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maintaining the trade-off between the delay, area, and power 

is also important. 

In this paper, a new three-operand adder structure is 

proposed and is verified and simulated using Verilog HDL in 

Xilinx 14.7 design environment, when it is compared with the 

fundamental adders it performs well. Comparing the 

proposed architecture with the existing architectures in terms 

of area (in terms of LUTs), power (in terms of Watt) and 

Delay (in terms of the ns) is the main goal of this paper, all 

three parameters computed and analyzed with the Verilog 

HDL in Xilinx tool, and power is computed using power 

analyzer. The rest of this paper is organized as follows 

section-II deals with the literature overview, and section-III 

describes the various adder Architectures such as carry save 

adder, Han-Carlson adder, three operand adder, and hybrid 

adder, section-IV highlights the proposed adder VLSI 

architecture and synthesis results of the proposed adder along 

with other adders also reported in this section, finally 

section-V concludes the paper. 

II.  LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

  Any VLSI architecture or logic design becomes popular and 

successful when it meets the optimal performance of three 

constraints such as Area, Power, and Delay. But at a time 

dealing with all three constraints is difficult. As time passed 

many adder logics were proposed because adder is the basic 

building block in any digital circuit. Among all the adder 

logic no adder logic reached the optimal power, area, and 

delay at the same time. People will use a variety of adders 

depending on the application and purpose, one may require 

less power and the other may require less delay, and so on. 

We started our research with basic adder structures like 

Ripple Carry Adder, Carry save adder, carry Look ahead 

adder, carry skip adder and Carry select adder. Ripple carry 

adder (RCA)is the simplest adder, and it is very slow due to 

the propagation of the carry from one full adder block to 

another full adder block, the delay increases as the number of 

bits increases, it computes the addition of only two operands 

at a time, for the addition of three operands two stages of 

RCA is used, speed of the RCA depends on the carry 

propagation time. Carry-Save Adder (CSA) [1] is the most 

generally used three operand binary adder, in carry save 

adder as the number of bits increases the delay also increases, 

hence time complexity for computation of addition is O(n), it 

contains the two stages of array of full adder blocks, the first 

stage computes the sum and carry bits simultaneously at a 

time and the second stage resembles the ripple carry stage.  
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Carry Look Ahead (CLA) [2] is the most widely used adder 

to overcome the carry propagation problem, in CLA carry is 

computed in advance based on the input signals, carry is 

generated in two cases, one is when both the inputs are high 

and other is the XOR of inputs is high along with carry in, the 

circuitry will be more complex if the number of bits is more. 

Carry Skip Adder (CSKA) [3] is also known as a 

carry-bypass adder, it is used to improve the delay of the 

ripple carry adder it consists of RCA with a special speed up 

carry chain, the main idea here is, if all propagate bits are one 

the carry out will be equal to the carry of the first full adder 

block. Carry Select Adder (CSTA) [4] consists of two RCA 

blocks one block is fed with carry in zero and other block is 

fed with carry in one, thus both blocks can compute 

parallelly, multiplexers are used to select the correct one of 

both precalculated partial sums when actual carry in arrives 

to the block, resulting carry out is selected and propagated to 

the next carry select stage. And then we moved to parallel 

prefix Topologies [5], [6], [7], [8] such as Kogge-Stone 

Adder [9], Brent Kung Adder [10], Ladner Fischer Adder 

[11], Han-Carlson adder [12], Klinsky adder, and Knowles. 

These parallel prefix adders compute the addition in three 

stages 

1. Preprocessing stage 

2. carry computation stage 

3. post processing stage 

  In preprocessing stage generate and propagate bits were 

calculated and in post processing stage sum bits are 

calculated. Let us understand the difference between linear 

and parallel prefix adders. Let a, b, c, and d be the numbers 

that are to be added. In basic adders first (a + b) is computed 

then the result is added to the next i.e., ((a + b) + c), then (((a 

+ b) + c) + d) is calculated, in this case, we can understand 

that computation requires more time, but whereas in parallel 

prefix structure (a + b) and (c + d) is computed at a time, and 

next individual results are added, just assume the same thing 

in bits level. From all this, one can understand that a major 

problem raising due to the propagation of the carry between 

stages. To transfer the carry from one stage to the next stage, 

different topologies were proposed and they are 

Kogge-Stone, Brent Kung, Ladner Fischer, and Han-Carlson. 

Among these Han -Carlson is fast in terms of speed of 

computation. Among the kogge-stone, brent kung, Sklansky, 

Han-Carlson, Knowles, and Ladner Fischer, the fundamental 

prefix adders are Kogge–stone, brent kung, and Sklansky. 

Brent kung adder uses a smaller number of logic gates i.e., 

nodes in the tree structure of carry computation stage which 

will results in the less area but depth of the circuitry will be 

more which leads to the slight increase in latency that implies 

calculation time is longer. Sklansky has the minimum depth 

(reduces delay) but at cost of high fanout nodes. Kogge–stone 

adder’s tree structure of the carry computation stage has low 

depth and high node count (logic gates) which implies more 

area and complex circuitry means more wiring is needed and 

has the minimal fanout of 1 at each node which implies it 

achieves the better speed. Ladner Fischer has low depth and 

high fan out nodes Knowles are bound by the Lander Fischer 

and Brent-kung i.e., minimum depth and minimum fanout 

topologies, T. Han and D.A Carlson proposed a hybrid prefix 

adder which is derived from both kogge-stone and 

Brent-kung by choosing the best features of the low area from 

Brent-kung and best features of high speed from the 

Kogge-stone. Other topologies that resemble Ultra-Fast 

Adders are available [13], but they require more space and 

power to operate. Several writers have also covered the 

hybrid structures [14]. A hybrid adder is a mixture of two or 

more prefix adders; if the combination is of the same kind, it 

is referred to as a homogeneous hybrid adder otherwise it is 

heterogeneous hybrid adder. For example, our interest is to 

compute the sum of two 32-bit operands in hybrid parallel 

prefix adder the sum of the bits is computed by using 

Han-Carlson and next 16 bit by brent kung or first 8 bits by 

some adder next following bits by some other adders, hybrid 

adders are little slow because one adder has to wait for the 

carry of before adder block, but area consumption will be low 

if we use good combination, we can expect improvement in 

the speed. Whatever we have discussed till now they are two 

operand adders. A three-operand architecture is proposed in 

[15], it computes the addition in four stages, unlike three 

stages in the parallel prefix adders. 

      1. bit addition Stage 

      2. Base addition Stage 

      3. Propagate and generate 

      4. Sum logic 

 Today’s world is adopting more IOT devices, and IOT 

applications require security it can be done by using a stream 

cipher. A stream cipher is an encryption technique that works 

byte by byte to transform plain text into code that is 

unreadable to anyone without the proper key pseudo random 

bit generator (PRBG) is primary in a stream cipher. LCG 

based PRBG methods are efficient among the existing PRBG 

methods and these are also suitable for the stream cipher 

LCG, MDCLCG is most random if the bit size is more than 

equal to 32. The linear congruential generator consists of 

three operand modulo 2 m adder, hence the delay, area, and 

power of the three operand adder will affect the performance 

of the LCG [16], among all the LCG based pseudo random bit 

generation algorithms MDCLCG [17] is the most secure one, 

it consists of two CLCG’s(coupled linear congruential 

generator) and each block of CLCG [17] consist of two 

LCGs, therefore, they are four LCGs in the MDCLCG, let x1, 

y1, and x2, y2 are the outputs of the each LCG. if x1 > y1 then 

z1=x1 otherwise z1=y1 and if x2 > y2 then z2 = x2 otherwise 

z2=y2, the exor operation of the z1, z2 gives the output of the 

MDCLCG hence the output is unpredictable and it will be 

mostly random. 

III. VARIOUS ADDER STRUCTURES 

3.1 Carry Save Adder 

More generally used adder structures for computation of 

three operand addition is carry save adder (CS3A) computes 

the addition in two stages, the first stage consists of an array 

of full adders, to each full adder block one bit from first 

operand, one bit from second operand and one bit from third 

operand is given as inputs, and each full adder block in first 

stage results in one sum bit and one carry bit, 
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 with propagation delay equivalent to delay of one full 

adder block. Parallelly all full adder blocks give their output. 

And second stage resembles the ripple carry adder that means 

by using the first stage we reduced the three operands to two. 

Results of the first stage are given as input to the second stage 

i.e., RCA stage. The basic idea is to convert the three 

operands into two operands, for example, a, b, and c are the 

three numbers a = 1469, b = 1470, c = 1471 respectively and 

a + b + c can be written as sum + carry when the addition is 

computed by hand the numbers will be aligned one below the 

other, and the sum of columns is computed and if overflow 

occurs it will be transferred to the next columns, here 

columns sum is stored in the sum ′ and instead of transferring 

the overflow to the next stage, it will be stored in the carry’, 

for the getting the overall sum, the carry ′ is shifted by one bit 

to left hand side and addition of sum ′ and shifted carry ′ 

results in the actual sum and carry. Sum′ = A ⊕ B ⊕ C, 

Carry′ = (A & B) ∥ (B & C) ∥ (C & A) 

A = 1 4 6 9 

B = 1 4 7 0 

 C = 1 4 7 1 

Sum′ = 3 2 0 0 

Cy′ =   1 2 1 0 

Sum = 4 4 1 0 

Carry = 0 

The circuit which is implemented in below Fig.1 

 

Fig.1  Carry Save Adder 

3.2 Han-Carlson Adder 

  To compute the addition in less time, instead of linear 

adders we need to use parallel prefix adders, parallel prefix 

topologies will reduce the critical path delay. kogge-stone 

adder and brent-kung are the fundamental parallel prefix 

adder, it is the hybrid structure that uses the best features of 

less area requirement from the brent-kung and best features 

of high speed from the kogge-stone adder. As like every 

parallel prefix adder it also computes the addition in three 

stages, for the computation of the addition of three operands 

two blocks of Han-Carlson are required, the first block will 

take the first two operands and the result of the first along 

with the third operand is given to the second Han-Carlson 

block. The first stage of the Han-Carlson adder contains the 

array of half adders, which will compute sum bits and carry 

bits, next stage is the carry computation stage and which 

contains the gray and block cells, area, and delay depends on 

the number of gray and black cells, the last stage is post 

processing stage in this stage XOR operation of computed 

carry bits with propagate bits which resulted from the first 

stage will result in the sum bits. 

  Logic expression for each stage is given below: 

Preprocessing stage: 

    Sum′ = a ⊕b  

Carry′ = a & b  

P=Sum′ G = Carry′  

Gray cell: 

 G′ i = Gi + Pi * Gi − 1  

Black cell:  

G′ i = Gi + Pi * Gi − 1  

P ′ i = Pi & Pi − 1  

Post processing stage: 

 Sum = Pi ⊕G′ i  

The circuit that will carry out the foregoing logic is 

depicted in Fig. 2: 

 

Fig.2 Han-Carlson Adder 

3.3 Three Operand Binary Adders 

Three Operand Adder also a parallel prefix adder unlike three 

stages in the parallel prefix adder it consists four stages 1. Bit 

addition logic 2. Base logic 3. Generate and propagate logic 

4. Sum logic. Bit addition logic consists array of full adder 

blocks each full adder block computes sum and carry bits 

simultaneously, sum and carry bits of first stage are given to 

second stage i.e., base logic, from second it resembles the 

two-operand adder, that implies by using bit addition logic 

three operands converted to two operands. Base logic 

contains array of half adders which will computes sum and 

carry bits, i.e., propagate and generate bits (pi and gi), and 

third stage contains gray and black cells, and last stage exor 

operation of computed carry bits with propagate bits which 

resulted from the base logic stage will results in the sum bits. 

Logic expression for each stage is given below: 

 Bit addition logic:  

Sum′ i = ai ⊕bi ⊕ci 

 Carry′ i = (ai & bi) ∥ (bi & ci) ∥ (ci & ai) 

 Base logic:  

 Pi = sum′ i ⊕carry ′ i−1 

 Gi = sum′ i & carry′ i−1 

 Propagate and generate logic: 

 Black cell: 

 G′ i = Gi + Pi * Gi − 1 

 P′ i = Pi & Pi − 1 
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 Gray cell: 

 G′ i = Gi + Pi * Gi − 1 

 Sum logic:  

 Sum i = Pi ⊕G′  

 

 

 
Fig.3 Three Operand Adder 
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3.3.1  Hybrid Adder 

In the carry computation stage i.e., in propagate and generate logic stage Han-Carlson carry computation tree is replaced with 

the combination of the four 8-bit Han-Carlson adder structures (for 32-operands), the first 8 bits of base logic are given to first 

8-bit Han-Carlson block, next 8-bits to the second 8-bit Han-Carlson adder, and next 16 bit to another two Han-Carlson blocks. 

Carry of the first Han-Carlson is given to second Han-Carlson and the second to third and third to the fourth, this results in an 

increase in delay but the area will get reduced. for computation of 16-bit addition using Han-Carlson requires 17 black cells 

and 15 gray cells whereas in hybrid structure 10 black cells and 16 gray cells are enough. 

3.3.2  Proposed Adder 

It is also a parallel prefix adder; it computes the three-operand addition in four stages  

1. bit addition logic  

2. base logic  

3. propagate and generate logic  

4. sum logic  

In a bit addition logic array of full adder blocks are present, each block will result in a sum bit and carry bit, along with the carry 

in this sum and carry bits given to the base logic. Base logic contains the array of half adder blocks, each half adder block 

resulting in sum and carry bits, this sum and carry bits are known as propagate and generate bits, and these propagate and 

generate bits are given to the propagate and generate stage. Propagate and generate logic contains black and grey cells, grey 

cells are used to generate the carry whereas black is used to both propagate and generate. The first stage of the propagate and 

generate logic will contain one grey cell and n-1 block cells, the second stage will contain two grey cells and (n/2-2) block 

cells, the third stage will contain four grey cells and (n/2-4) black cells, the fourth stage will contain eight grey cells and (n/2-8) 

black cells and so on the number of stages in the propagate and generate logic will depend on the bit size n, and last stage 

contains exactly n/2 grey cells. The final stage in the computation of addition is sum logic, in this logic XOR operation of 

propagate bits generated in the base logic and carry generated from the propagate and generate logic will result in the final sum. 

The critical path delay of this adder is less than the Carry Save Adder and the time complexity for computation of addition is 

O(n/2). Logic expression for each stage is given below: 

 

 Bit addition logic:  

Sum′ i = ai ⊕ bi ⊕ ci 

 Carry′ i = (ai & bi) ∥ (bi & ci) ∥ (ci & ai) 

 Base logic: 

 Pi=sum′ i ⊕ carry′ i−1  

Gi = sum′ i & carry′ i−1 

 Propagate and generate logic: 

Black cell: 

G i = G i +P i * G i−1 

P i = P i & P i−1 

Gray cell: 

G i = G i + P i * G i−1 

 Sum logic: 

    Sum i = P i ⊕G i 

   The circuit that will execute the preceding logic is depicted in Fig. 4: 
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Fig.4 Proposed Adder 

 

Fig.5 Carry Save Adder Module 
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Figure.6 Carry Save Adder RTL Schematic 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Carry Save Adder: All the values are measured using Xilinx 

14.7 ISE, Proposed and Carry Save Adder, and Han-Carlson 

adder, hybrid adder and existing three operand binary adder 

are implemented using Verilog HDL in Xilinx 14.7 ISE. 

The simulation results of Carry Save Adder depicted in 

below figure. 

 

Fig.7 Carry Save Adder Power 

 

Fig.8 Carry Save Adder On-Chip Power 

 

Fig.9 Carry Save Adder Delay 

 

 

Fig.10 Carry Save Adder Area 

Han-Carlson Adder: The simulation results of Han-Carlson 

Adder depicted in below fig.11. 

 

Fig.11 Han-Carlson Adder Module  
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Fig.12 Han-Carlson Adder RTL Schematic 

 

Fig.13 Han-Carlson Adder On-Chip Power Summary 

 

Fig.14 Han-Carlson Adder Power 

 

Fig.15 Han-Carlson Delay 

 

Fig.16 Han-Carlson Adder Area 

Three Operand Binary Adder: The simulation results of 

Three Operand Binary Adder depicted in below fig.17. 

 

Fig.17 Three Operand Binary Adder Module 

 

Fig.18 Three Operand Adder RTL Schematic 
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Fig.19 Three Operand Binary Adder Delay 

 

Fig.20 Three Operand Adder Area 

 

Fig.21 Three Operand Binary Adder On-Chip Power 

Summary 

 

Fig.22 Three Operand Binary Adder Power 

Proposed Adder: The simulation results of Proposed Adder 

depicted in below fig.23. 

 

Fig.23 Proposed Adder Module 

 

Fig.24 Proposed Adder RTL Schematic 

 

Fig.25 Proposed Adder Power summary 

 

Fig.26 Proposed Adder On-Chip Power 

 

Fig.27 Proposed Adder Area 
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Fig.28 Proposed Adder Delay 

 

Fig.29 Proposed Adder Simulations 

Table.1 Power, Delay, PDP and number of LUTs of various adders of 32-bit architecture 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new Three Operand Binary Adder 

architecture is proposed. The proposed architecture is a 

parallel prefix adder, unlike regular parallel prefix adders it 

computes the addition in four stages bit addition logic, base 

logic, propagate, and generate logic and, sum logic. The 

critical path delay of the proposed adder is less. When the 

performance of the proposed adder is compared with the 

carry save adder it is evident that with a slight increase in 

power utilization of about 9.04%, it computes addition 53% 

faster, carry save adder computes the addition in O(n) time 

complexity whereas proposed does in O(n/2) only, and 

PDP(power delay product) is 58.2% is less, and the area is 

slightly increases and when it is compared with the 

Han-Carlson adder proposed adder architecture is slow in 

terms of delay, but it utilizes 52% less power, and PDP is 

almost same, and when it is compared with existing three 

operand adder performance is slow in terms of delay but 

proposed architecture utilizes 49.4% less power, PDP is 

almost remained same. Therefore, proposed architecture is 

used for less power requirement applications. The suggested 

and carry save adders, Han-Carlson hybrid adders, and 

current Three Operand Binary adders were implemented 

using Verilog HDL in Xilinx 14.7 ISE, which is used for all 

measurements.  
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